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How the mind creates mathematics by Stanislas Dehaene 1997. Oxford University Press, New York. xii + 274 pp. With index. ISBN: 0-19-511004-8. US$25 (hb.) “The Homo sapiens brain is to formal calculation what the wing of the prehistoric bird Archaeopteryx was to flying: a clumsy organ, functional but far from optimal.” p. 134



The title of Dehaene’s book is so similar to Steven Pinker’s The language instinct. How the mind creates language (1994, Morrow, New York) that it is bound to intrigue anyone who is sympathetic towards the basic arguments for Chomsky’s linguistic innateness hypothesis laid out in Pinker’s book. The differences between the titles may be more interesting, though: not so much Dehaene’s use of the word sense where Pinker has instinct, as the fact that in Pinker’s title, the word language occurs twice, while Dehaene uses number in the main title and mathematics in the subtitle. Does the word creates denote the same process in both titles? Does the mind “create” mathematics in the same way it does language? The number sense is a very accessible and pleasantly written book on all aspects of the relation between humans and numbers: numerosity in other animals, numerosity and simple calculations in babies, the history of the expression of number in language, the history of number notation, the neural circuitry necessary for doing arithmatics and calculations, the localization in the brain,



arithmatic savants, the mathematical order of the universe, and so on and so forth. Dehaene writes about all these interesting topics with an enthusiasm which is very contagious (I don’t think I have ever seen so many exclamation marks in a popular science book). Some of the numerous issues related to number which Dehaene discusses touch on language, in one way or another. For instance, Dehaene explains the well-known phenomenon that people generally switch to their native language as soon as they start calculating. The explanation is quite simple. It turns out that when calculating we don’t actually do very much real time calculating: for many tasks we heavily rely on our memory, such as for several simple algorithms (carryovers), as well as the multiplication tables we learned by rote in school. We learn these tables verbatim, which has the consequence of tying them to language — a particular language. And every time we dig up the arithmetic tables from our memory, we go back to the language we learned them in.
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DISTRIBUTED MORPHOLOGY Heidi Harley & Rolf Noyer Whenever a major revision to the architecture of UG is proposed, it takes some time for sufficient work to accumulate to allow evaluation of the viability of the proposal, as well as for its broad outlines to become familiar to those not immediately involved in the investigation. The introduction of Distributed Morphology (henceforth DM) in the early 1990s, by Morris Halle and Alec Marantz, is a case in point. In the four-year period since the first paper outlining the framework appeared, a reasonably substantial body of work has appeared, addressing some of the key issues raised by the revision. The goal of this article is to introduce the motivation and core assumptions for the framework, and at the same time provide some pointers to the recent work which revises and refines the basic DM proposal and increases its empirical coverage. Since the particular issues we discuss cover such a broad range of territory, we do not attempt to provide complete summaries of individual papers, nor, for the most part, do we attempt to relate the discussion of particular issues to the much broader range of work that has been done in the general arena. What we hope to do is allow some insight into (and foster some discussion of) the attitude that DM takes on specific issues, with some illustrative empirical examples. This article is organized as follows. Section 1 sketches the layout of the grammar and discusses the division of labor between its components. The “distributed” of Distributed Morphology refers to the separation of properties which in other theories are collected in the lexicon, and in section 1 we elaborate on the motivation for this separation and its particulars. Section 2 explicates the mechanics of Spell-Out, giving examples of competition among phonological forms from Dutch, introducing the notion of f-morpheme and lmorpheme and distinguishing allomorphy from suppletion with examples from English. Section 3 discusses the operations which are available in the Morphology component, addressing in turn Morphological Merger, Impoverishment and Fission, with examples from Latin, Serbo-Croatian, Norwegian and Tamazight Berber. We also provide an illustration of the contrast between a “piece-based” theory such as DM and process-based morphological theories. Section 4 treats the relationship of the syntax to the morphology, Separationism and its limitations, the ways in which a mismatch between syntactic terminal nodes and morphosyntactic features may arise, and the distinct types of syntax/morphology mismatches conventionally classified as cliticization. We conclude in Section 5 with an agenda for future research.



are purely abstract, having no phonological content. Only after syntax are phonological expressions, called Vocabulary Items, inserted in a process called Spell-Out. It is further worth noting that this hypothesis is stronger than the simple assertion that terminals have no phonological content: as we will see below, there is essentially no pre-syntactic differentiation (other than, perhaps, indexing) between two terminal nodes which have identical feature content but will eventually be spelled out with distinct Vocabulary Items such as dog and cat. Underspecification of Vocabulary Items means that phonological expressions need not be fully specified for the syntactic positions where they can be inserted. Hence there is no need for the phonological pieces of a word to supply the morphosyntactic features of that word; rather, Vocabulary Items are in many instances default signals, inserted where no more specific form is available. Syntactic Hierarchical Structure All the Way Down entails that elements within syntax and within morphology enter into the same types of constituent structures (such as can be diagrammed through binary branching trees). DM is piece-based in the sense that the elements of both syntax and of morphology are understood as discrete constituents instead of as (the results of) morphophonological processes.



1. The structure of the grammar There are three core properties which distinguish Distributed Morphology from other morphological theories: Late Insertion, Underspecification, and Syntactic Hierarchical Structure All the Way Down. The grammar, still of the classic Y-type, is sketched in (1).



List B



Unlike the theory of LGB (Chomsky 1981) and its Lexicalist descendants, in DM the syntax proper does not manipulate anything resembling lexical items, but rather, generates structures by combining morphosyntactic features (via Move and Merge) selected from the inventory available, subject to the principles and parameters governing such combination. Late Insertion refers to the hypothesis that the phonological expression of syntactic terminals is in all cases provided in the mapping to Phonological Form. In other words, syntactic categories



1.1. The Lexicalist Hypothesis and DM There is no lexicon in DM in the sense familiar from generative grammar of the 1970s and 1980s. In other words, DM unequivocally rejects the Lexicalist Hypothesis. The jobs assigned to the Lexicon component in earlier theories are distributed through various other components. For linguists committed to the Lexicalist Hypothesis, (1)



3 this aspect of DM may be the most difficult to accept, but it is nevertheless a central tenet of the theory. (For discussion of this issue from a Lexicalist viewpoint, see Zwicky & Pullum 1992.) The fullest exposition of the anti-Lexicalist stance in DM is found in Marantz (1997a). There, Marantz argues against the notion of a generative lexicon, adopted in such representative examples of the Lexicalist Hypothesis as Selkirk (1982) or DiSciullo and Williams (1987), using arguments from the very paper which is usually taken to be the source of the Lexicalist Hypothesis, Chomsky’s (1970) ‘Remarks on Nominalization’. Marantz points out that it is crucial for Chomsky’s argument that, for instance, a process like causativization of an inchoative root is syntactic, not lexical. Chomsky argues that roots like grow or amuse must be inserted in a causative syntax, in order to derive their causative forms. If their causative forms were lexically derived, nothing should prevent the realization of the causativized stem in a nominal syntax, which the poorness of *John’s growth of tomatoes indicates is impossible. Other lexicalist assumptions about the nature of lexical representations, Marantz notes, are simply unproven: no demonstration has been made of correspondence between a phonological “word” and a privileged type of unanalyzable meaning in the semantics or status as a terminal node in the syntax, and counterexamples to any simplistic assertion of such a correspondence are easy to find. Because there is no lexicon in DM, the term “lexical item” has no significance in the theory, nor can anything be said to “happen in the lexicon”, and neither can anything be said to be “lexical” or “lexicalized”. Because of the great many tasks which the lexicon was supposed to perform, the terms “lexical” and “lexicalized” are in fact ambiguous. (For a discussion of terminology, see Aronoff 1994). Here we note a few of the more usual assumptions about lexicalization, and indicate their status in the DM model: I



Lexical(ized) = Idiomatized. Because the lexicon was supposed to be a storehouse for sound-meaning correspondences, if an expression is conventionally said to be “lexicalized” the intended meaning may be that the expression is listed with a specialized meaning.



Morphosyntactic features:



List A [Det]



[1st] [Root]



[CAUSE] [pl]



[+pst] etc...



Syntactic Operations (Merge, Move, Copy)



Morphological Operations



Logical Form



Phonological Form (Insertion of Vocabulary Items, Readjustment, phonological rules)



Vocabulary Items /dog/: [Root] [+count] [+animate] ... /-s/: [Num] [pl] ... /did/: [pst] ... etc...



List C



Conceptual Interface (“Meaning”)



Encyclopedia (non-linguistic knowledge) dog: four legs, canine, pet, sometimes bites etc... chases balls, in environment “let sleeping ____s lie”, refers to discourse entity who is better left alone... cat: four legs, feline, purrs, scratches, in environment “the ___ out of the bag” refers to a secret ... etc...



State-of-the-Article In DM such an expression is an idiom and requires an encyclopedia entry (see 1.4). There is no “word-sized” unit which has a special status with respect to the idiomatization process; morphemes smaller than wordsize may have particular interpretations in particular environments, while expressions consisting of many words which obviously have a complex internal syntax may equally be idiomatized. II Lexical(ized) = Not constructed by syntax. The internal structure of expressions is demonstrably not always a product of syntactic operations. In DM structure is produced both in syntax and after syntax in the Morphology component (labeled Morphological Operations above). Nevertheless, because of Syntactic Hierarchical Structure all the Way Down, operations within Morphology still manipulate what are essentially syntactic structural relations. The syntactic component produces a representation whose terminal elements are morphosyntactic features, which is then subject to operations such as Merger Under Adjacency, Fission or Fusion, accounting for non-isomorphic mappings from syntactic terminals to morphophonological constituents. III Lexical(ized) = Not subject to exceptionless phonological processes, i.e., part of “lexical” phonology in the theory of Lexical Phonology and Morphology (Kiparsky 1982 et seq.). In DM the distinction between two types of phonology — “lexical” and “postlexical” — is abandoned. All phonology occurs in a single post-syntactic module. While Lexical Phonology and Morphology produced many important insights, DM denies that these results require an architecture of grammar which divides phonology into a pre-syntactic and postsyntactic module (see also Sproat 1985). Rather, post-syntactic phonology itself may have a complex internal structure (Halle & Vergnaud 1987). 1.2. The status of Vocabulary Items and the lexical/functional distinction In DM, the term morpheme properly refers to a syntactic (or morphological) terminal node and its content, not to the phonological expression of that terminal, which is provided as part of a Vocabulary Item. Morphemes are thus the atoms of morphosyntactic representation. The content of a morpheme active in syntax consists of syntactico-semantic features drawn from the set made available by Universal Grammar. A Vocabulary Item is, properly speaking, a relation between a phonological string or “piece” and information about where that piece may be inserted. Vocabulary Items provide the set of phonological signals available in a language for the expression of abstract morphemes. The set of all Vocabulary Items is called the Vocabulary. (2) Vocabulary Item schema signal ←→ context of insertion Example Vocabulary Items a. /i/ ←→ [___, +plural] A Russian affix (Halle 1997) b. /n/ ←→ [___, +participant +speaker, plural] A clitic in Barceloni Catalan (Harris 1997a) c. /y-/ ←→ elsewhere An affix in the Ugaritic prefix conjugation (Noyer 1997) d. Ø ←→ 2 plu A subpart of a clitic in Iberian Spanish (Harris 1994) e. /kæt/ ←→ [DP D [LP ____ ]] Root inserted in a nominal environment (Harley & Noyer 1998a)



Note that the phonological content of a Vocabulary Item may be any phonological string, including zero or Ø. The featural content or context of insertion may be similarly devoid of information: in such cases we speak of the default or “elsewhere” Vocabulary Item. Note that the two do not necessarily coincide — that is, a null phonological affix in a given paradigm is not necessarily the default Vocabulary Item. For example, the zero plural affix inserted in the context of marked



Glot International, Volume 4, Issue 4, April 1999 English nouns like sheep is not the English default plural. In early work in DM, Halle (1992) proposed a distinction between concrete morphemes, whose phonological expression was fixed, and abstract morphemes, whose phonological expression was delayed until after syntax. More current work in DM, however, endorses Late Insertion of all phonological expression, so Halle’s earlier concrete vs. abstract distinction has been largely abandoned. Harley & Noyer (1998a) propose an alternative to the concrete vs. abstract distinction; they suggest that morphemes are of two basic kinds: fmorphemes and l-morphemes, corresponding approximately to the conventional division between functional and lexical categories, or closedclass and open-class categories. F-morphemes are defined as morphemes for which there is no choice as to Vocabulary insertion: the spell-out of an f-morpheme is deterministic. In other words, f-morphemes are those whose content (as defined by syntactic and semantic features made available by Universal Grammar) suffices to determine a unique phonological expression. One prediction is that Vocabulary Items conventionally classified as “closed-class” should either express purely grammatical properties or else have meanings determined solely by universal cognitive categories (see 2.3 for further discussion). In contrast, an l-morpheme is defined as one for which there is a choice in spell-out: an l-morpheme is filled by a Vocabulary Item which may denote a language-specific concept. For example, in an l-morpheme whose syntactic position would traditionally define it as a noun, any of the Vocabulary Items dog, cat, fish, mouse, table etc. might be inserted. Note that because the conventional categorial labels noun, verb, adjective etc. are by hypothesis not present in syntax (l-morphemes being acategorial), the widely adopted hypothesis that Prosodic Domain construction should be oblivious to such distinctions (Selkirk 1986; Chen 1987) follows automatically. 1.3. The syntactic determination of lexical categories The conjecture we have just alluded to, which we will term the L-Morpheme Hypothesis, (Marantz 1997a; Embick 1997, 1998a, 1998b; Harley 1995; Harley & Noyer 1998a, 1998b; Alexiadou 1998), contends that the traditional terms for sentence elements, such as noun, verb, and adjective, have no universal significance and are essentially derivative from more basic morpheme types (see also Sapir 1921, ch. 5). As noted above, Marantz (1997a) contends that the configurational definition of category labels is already implicit in Chomsky (1970). Specifically, the different “parts of speech” can be defined as a single l-morpheme, or Root (to adopt the terminology of Pesetsky 1995), in certain local relations with category-defining fmorphemes. For example, a noun or a nominalization is a Root whose nearest c-commanding f-morpheme (or licenser) is a Determiner, a verb is a Root whose nearest c-commanding f-morphemes are v, Aspect and Tense; without Tense such a Root is simply a participle (Embick 1997; Harley & Noyer 1998b). Thus, the same Vocabulary Item may appear in different morphological categories depending on the syntactic context that the item’s l-morpheme (or Root) appears in. For example, the Vocabulary Item destroy is realized as a noun destruct-(ion) when its nearest licenser is a Determiner, but the same Vocabulary Item is realized as a participle destroy-(ing) when its nearest licensers are Aspect and v; if Tense appears immediately above Aspect, then the participle becomes a verb such as destroy(s). However, it is probably the case that many traditional part-of-speech labels correspond to language-specific features present after syntax which condition various morphological operations such as Impoverishment (see 3.2) and Vocabulary Insertion.



4 1.4. Idioms: the content of the Encyclopedia In DM, the Vocabulary is one list which contains some of the information which in lexicalist theories is associated with the Lexicon. Another such list is the Encyclopedia, which relates Vocabulary Items (sometimes in the context of other Vocabulary Items) to meanings. In other words, the Encyclopedia is the list of idioms in a language. The term idiom is used to refer to any expression (even a single word or subpart of a word) whose meaning is not wholly predictable from its morphosyntactic structural description (Marantz 1995, 1997a). F-morphemes are typically not idioms, but l-morphemes are always idioms. (3) Some idioms cat (the) veil (rain) cats and dogs (talk) turkey



(a fuzzy animal) (vows of a nun) (a lot) (honest discourse)



The notion of “idiom” in DM, obviously, embraces more than the conventional use of the term implies. Idioms in the conventional sense — that is, groups of words in a particular syntactic arrangement that receive a “special” interpretation, for example kick the bucket, whose meaning is roughly ‘die’ — are represented in DM as subparts of the Encyclopedic entry for the Root (or Roots) which are involved. The Encyclopedia entry for kick, for example, will specify that in the environment of the direct object the bucket, kick may be interpreted as ‘die’. The study of conventional idioms has been an important source of evidence for locality restrictions on interpretation in DM; in particular, following the observations of Marantz (1984), the fact that external arguments are never included as part of the contextual conditioning of Roots in conventional idioms has led to the proposal whereby external arguments are projected by a separate “little-v” head, not by any Root, and they thus are not mentioned by Encyclopedia entries for Roots as a possible interpretive conditioner. (For an alternative, non-DM discussion of idioms, see Jackendoff 1997.) As indicated in the schema in (1) above, the “meaning” of an expression is interpreted from the entire derivation of that expression, including the information from the Encyclopedia which is considered extralinguistic. LF does not express or represent meaning; LF is merely a level of representation which exhibits certain meaning-related structural relations, such as quantifier scope. (The relationship of the Encyclopedia to the Vocabulary is the topic of much current debate, see, for example, Marantz 1997a; Harley & Noyer 1998a). 2.



Spell-Out Spell-Out inserts Vocabulary Items (phonological pieces) into morphemes. In the unmarked case, the relation between Vocabulary Items and morphemes is one-to-one, but as we have seen, several factors may disrupt this relation (Noyer 1997), including fission of morphemes, removal of morphosyntactic features by Impoverishment, local displacements of Vocabulary Items by Morphological Merger and post-syntactic insertion of dissociated morphemes. Spell-Out works differently depending on what type of morpheme is being spelled out, fmorphemes or l-morphemes. Regardless of the type of morpheme, however, Spell-Out is normally taken to involve the association of phonological pieces (Vocabulary Items) with abstract morphemes. Halle (1992) construes Spell-Out as the rewriting of a place-holder “Q” in a morpheme as phonological material. This operation is normally understood as cyclic, such that more deeply embedded morphemes are spelled-out first. 2.1. Spell-Out of f-morphemes: the Subset Principle Early work in DM was focused primarily on the spell-out of f-morphemes. In such cases sets of Vocabulary Items compete for insertion, subject to what Halle (1997) called the Subset Principle



State-of-the-Article (Lumsden 1987, 107 proposes a similar principle and calls it “Blocking”. Halle’s principle is not to be confused with the Subset Principle of Manzini & Wexler 1987, which deals with learnability issues). Subset Principle The phonological exponent of a Vocabulary Item is inserted into a morpheme... if the item matches all or a subset of the grammatical features specified in the terminal morpheme. Insertion does not take place if the Vocabulary Item contains features not present in the morpheme. Where several Vocabulary Items meet the conditions for insertion, the item matching the greatest number of features specified in the terminal morpheme must be chosen.



Below, we give an example from Sauerland (1995). (4) a.



b.



Dutch strong adjectival desinences [–neuter] [+neuter] [–pl] -e Ø [+pl] -e -e Vocabulary Items Ø ←→ [ ___ , +neuter -plural] / Adj + ____ -e ←→ Adj + ____



In Dutch, after syntax, a dissociated morpheme (see section 3) is inserted as a right-adjunct of those morphemes which are conventionally labeled “adjectives”. The Vocabulary Items above compete for insertion into this morpheme. In the specific environment of the neuter singular, Ø is inserted. In the remaining or elsewhere environment -e is inserted. The insertion of Ø in the specific environment bleeds the insertion of -e because, under normal circumstances, only a single Vocabulary Item may be inserted into a morpheme. Note that the Vocabulary Items above are not specially stipulated to be disjunctive except insofar as they compete for insertion at the same morpheme. Note that all Vocabulary Items may compete for insertion at any node; there is no pre-insertion separation of Vocabulary Items into “related” forms which may compete. However, since the insertion process is restricted by feature content, a certain collection of Vocabulary Items corresponding to the traditional notion of a “paradigm” may be the set under discussion when accounting for the phonological realization of a given terminal node. In some theories certain such collections have a privileged status or can be referred to by statements of the grammar (Carstairs 1987; Wunderlich 1996). But in DM, paradigms, like collections of related phrases or sentences, do not have any status as theoretical objects, although certain regularities obtaining over paradigms may result from constraints operating during language acquisition. 2.2. Feature Hierarchies, Feature Geometries and the Subset Principle In some cases it would be possible to insert two (or more) Vocabulary Items into the same fmorpheme, and the Subset Principle does not determine the winner. Two approaches have been proposed in DM for such cases. Halle & Marantz (1993) suggest that such conflicts are resolved by extrinsic ordering: one Vocabulary Item is simply stipulated as the winner. Alternatively, Noyer (1997) proposes that such conflicts can always be resolved by appeal to a Universal Hierarchy of Features (cf. also Lumsden 1987, 1992; Zwicky 1977 and Silverstein 1976). Specifically, the Vocabulary Item that uniquely has the highest feature in the hierarchy is inserted. (5) Fragment of the Hierarchy of Features 1 person > 2 person > dual > plural > other features



Harley (1994), following a proposal of Bonet (1991), argues that the conflict-resolving effects of the Feature Hierarchy can be derived from a geometric representation of morphosyntactic features, according to which the Vocabulary Item which realizes the most complex feature geometry is inserted in such situations. See also section 3.2 on Impoverishment, below.



Glot International, Volume 4, Issue 4, April 1999 2.3. Spell-Out of l-morphemes: competition, suppletion and allomorphy For l-morphemes there is a choice regarding which Vocabulary Item is inserted. For example, a Root morpheme in an appropriately local relation to a Determiner might be filled by cat, dog, house, table or any other Vocabulary Item we would normally call a noun. Harley & Noyer (1998a) note that it is clear that such Vocabulary Items are not in competition, as are the Vocabulary Items inserted into f-morphemes. Rather, these Vocabulary Items can be freely inserted at Spell-Out, subject to conditions of licensing. Licensers are typically f-morphemes in certain structural relations to the Root where the Vocabulary Item is inserted, and as outlined above, these structural relations typically determine the traditional notion of category. Nouns are licensed by an immediately c-commanding Determiner; different verb classes, such as unergatives, unaccusatives, and transitives each are licensed by different structural configurations and relations to various higher eventuality projections. Marantz (1997a) discusses the interesting case of l-morphemes which undergo apparent allomorphy in different environments, such as the rise/raise alternation. These pose a problem in that they appear to be in competition for insertion in different environments (that is, raise is inserted in the context of a commanding CAUSE head, while rise, the intransitive and nominal variant, is the elsewhere case). They cannot be separate Vocabulary Items, however, for if they were, raise should be a separate verb with the properties of the destroy class. The absence of nominalizations like *John’s raise of the pig for bacon, however, indicate that raise is simply a morphophonological variant of the basic intransitive rise root, which is a member of the grow class. That is, in DM, lmorpheme alternations like rise/raise must not be determined by competition, as may be the case for allomorphy of f-morphemes, but rather must be the product of post-insertion readjustment rules. DM, then, must recognize two different types of allomorphy: suppletive and morphophonological. Suppletive allomorphy occurs where different Vocabulary Items compete for insertion into an fmorpheme, as outlined in section 2.1 above. To give another example, Dutch nouns have (at least) two plural number suffixes, -en and -s. The conditions for the choice are partly phonological and partly idiosyncratic. Since -en and -s are not plausibly related phonologically, they must constitute two Vocabulary Items in competition. Morphophonological allomorphy occurs where a single Vocabulary Item has various phonologically similar underlying forms, but where the similarity is not such that phonology can be directly responsible for the variation. For example, destroy and destruct- represent stem allomorphs of a single Vocabulary Item; the latter allomorph occurs in the nominalization context. DM hypothesizes that in such cases there is a single basic allomorph, and the others are derived from it by a rule of Readjustment. The Readjustment in this case replaces the rime of the final syllable of destroy with -uct. (Alternatively such allomorphs might both be listed in the Vocabulary and be related by “morpholexical relations” in the sense of Lieber 1981.) Traditionally it is often thought that there is a gradient between suppletion and other types of more phonologically regular allomorphy, and that no reasonable grounds can be given for how to divide the two or if they should be divided at all. Marantz (1997b) has recently proposed that true suppletion occurs only for Vocabulary Items in competition for f-morphemes, since competition occurs only for f-morphemes. An immediate consequence of this proposal is that undeniably suppletive pairs like go/went or bad/worse must actually represent the spelling of f-morphemes. The class of f-morphemes is as a result considerably enriched, but since the class of f-morphemes is circumscribed by Universal Grammar, it is also predicted that true suppletion should be limited to universal syntactico-semantic categories. Moreover, given



5 that some independent grounds might in this way divide suppletive from Readjustment-driven allomorphy, a theory of the range of possible Readjustment processes becomes more feasible. The controversial distinction between derivational and inflectional (Anderson 1982) has no explicit status in DM. However, the distinction between f-morphemes and l-morphemes perhaps captures some of the intuition behind the derivational/inflectional distinction, although certainly not all f-morphemes would normally be considered “inflectional”. DM also distinguishes between syntactic and non-syntactic (dissociated) morphemes, although again this distinction has no straightforward analogue in the derivational/ inflectional debate. 3.



Manipulating structured expressions: morphological operations In DM any given expression acquires at least two structural descriptions during its derivation. In a morphophonological description, an expression’s phonological pieces (its Vocabulary Items) and their constituent structure are displayed. In a morphosyntactic description, an expression’s morphemes and their constituent structure are displayed. (6) The expression cows: Morphosyntactic description: Morphophonological description:



[Root [+plural]] [kaw+ z]



The morphosyntactic structure of an expression is generated by several mechanisms. Syntax, using conventional operations such as head-movement, plays a major role in constructing morphosyntactic structures, including “word”-internal structure. But in addition, DM employs several additional mechanisms in a post-syntactic component, Morphological Structure. First, morphemes such as [passive] or [case] (in some instances, see Marantz 1991) which, by hypothesis, do not figure in syntax proper, can be inserted after syntax but before Spell-Out. These morphemes, which only indirectly reflect syntactic structures, are called dissociated morphemes. For a full exposition of the mechanism of dissociated morpheme insertion, see Embick (1997). Second, the constituent structure of morphemes can be modified by Morphological Merger, which can effect relatively local morpheme displacements. 3.1. Merger Morphological Merger, proposed first in Marantz (1984), was originally a principle of wellformedness between levels of representation in syntax. In Marantz (1988, 261) Merger was generalized as follows: Morphological Merger At any level of syntactic analysis (d-structure, s-structure, phonological structure), a relation between X and Y may be replaced by (expressed by) the affixation of the lexical head of X to the lexical head of Y.



What Merger does is essentially “trade” or “exchange” a structural relation between two elements at one level of representation for a different structural relation at a subsequent level. (Rebracketing under adjacency is also proposed and discussed at length in Sproat 1985.) Merger has different consequences depending upon the level of representation it occurs at. Where Merger applies in syntax proper it is essentially Head Movement, adjoining a zero-level projection to a governing zero-level projection (Baker 1988). Cases of syntactic lowering may be a type of Merger as well, presumably occurring after syntax proper but before Vocabulary Insertion, e.g. the Tense to verb affixation in English (see Bobaljik 1994) or perhaps C-to-I lowering in Irish (McCloskey 1996). The canonical use of Merger in Morphology is to express second-position effects. Embick & Noyer (in progress) hypothesize that where Merger involves particular Vocabulary Items (as opposed
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(8) Latin -que placement Morphological structure: Vocabulary insertion: Linearization: Local dislocation



[[A Q] [N-Q]] [[bon i] [puer i]] [[bon*i] * [puer*i]] [[bon*i] * [puer*i]] good-NOM.PL boy-NOM.PL ‘Good boys and good girls’



* *



[cl [[A-Q] [–que [[bon ae] [–que* [[bon*ae] [[[bon*ae]*que] good-NOM.PL-and



to morphemes), the items in question must be string-adjacent. Such cases of Merger are called Local Dislocation. Schematically Local Dislocation looks like this: (7) Local Dislocation: X [Y ... ] → [Y + X ...



In Local Dislocation, a zero-level element trades its relation of adjacency to a following constituent with a relation of affixation to the linear head (peripheral zero-element) of that constituent. (Local Dislocation has also received considerable attention outside of DM from researchers working in Autolexical Syntax, see Sadock 1991.) For example, Latin -que is a second-position clitic which adjoins to the left of the zero-level element to its right (8) (* represents the relation of string adjacency; Q represents dissociated morphemes). By hypothesis, Prosodic Inversion (Halpern 1995) is a distinct species of Merger at the level of Phonological Form, and differs from Local Dislocation in that the affected elements are prosodic categories rather than morphological ones. For example, Schütze (1994), expanding on Zec & Inkelas (1990), argues that the auxiliary clitic je in Serbo-Croatian is syntactically in C, but inverts with the following phonological word by Prosodic Inversion at Phonological Form (parentheses below denote phonological word boundaries): (9) Serbo-Croatian second-position clitics Morphological structure after Spell-Out [je [VP [PP U ovoj sobi] klavir]] Parse into phonological words je (U ovoj) (sobi) (klavir) Prosodic inversion ((U ovoj)+ je) (sobi) (klavir) room piano In this AUX ‘In this room is the piano’



The positioning of the clitic cannot be stated in terms of a (morpho)syntactic constituent, since U ovoj ‘in this’ does not form such a constituent. Embick & Izvorski (1995) specifically argue that syntactic explanations, including those involving remnant extraposition, cannot reasonably be held accountable for this pattern. However, it should be emphasized that the extent to which Local Dislocation and Prosodic Inversion are distinct devices in the mapping to Phonological Form remains controversial, with many researchers seeking to reduce the two to a purely prosodic or a purely syntactic mechanism. 3.2. Impoverishment Impoverishment, first proposed in Bonet (1991), is an operation on the contents of morphemes prior to Spell-Out. In early work in DM, Impoverishment simply involved the deletion of morphosyntactic features from morphemes in certain contexts. When certain features are deleted, the insertion of Vocabulary Items requiring those features for insertion cannot occur, and a less specified item will be inserted instead. Halle & Marantz (1994) termed this the ‘Retreat to the General Case’. (10) Adjectival suffixes in Norwegian (Sauerland 1995) STRONG [–neuter] [+neuter] [–pl] Ø -t [+pl] -e -e WEAK [–neuter] [+neuter] [–pl] -e -e [+pl] -e -e



In Norwegian, there is a three-way distinction (t ~ e ~ Ø) in adjectival suffixes in a “strong”



* *



[N-Q]]] [puell ae]]] [puell*ae]]] [puell*ae]]] girl-NOM.PL



syntactic position, but in the “weak” position one finds only -e. By hypothesis, it is not accidental that the affix -e is the Elsewhere affix in the strong context, and also appears everywhere in the weak context. Sauerland’s (1995) Impoverishment analysis of the weak paradigms captures this insight. He proposes the following set of Vocabulary Items: (11) Norwegian Vocabulary Items /t/ ←→ [ ___ , -pl +neut] / Adj + ____ Ø ←→ [ ___ , -pl -neut] / Adj + ____ /e/ ←→ elsewhere / Adj + ____



In the weak syntactic position, a rule of Impoverishment applies, deleting any values for gender features: (12) Impoverishment [±neuter] → Ø



Impoverishment thus guarantees that neither the Vocabulary Items t nor Ø can be inserted, since both require explicit reference to a value for [±neuter]. Insertion of the general case, namely -e, follows automatically. As we have noted above, in Bonet’s original proposal (1991) and in several subsequent works (Harley 1994; Harris 1997a; Ritter & Harley 1998), morphosyntactic features are arranged in a feature geometry much like phonological features, and Impoverishment is represented as delinking. Consequently, the delinking of certain features entails the delinking of features dependent on them. For example, if person features dominate number features which in turn dominate gender features, then the Impoverishment (delinking) of number entails the delinking of gender as well: (13) Impoverishment as delinking 2 2



pl



®



f



Noyer (1997) rejects the use of geometries of this sort as too restrictive, and proposes instead that Impoverishments are better understood as feature co-occurrence restrictions or filters of the type employed by Calabrese (1995) for phonological segment inventories. For example, the absence of a first person dual in Arabic is represented as the filter *[1 dual], and a Universal Hierarchy of Features dictates that where these features combine, because [dual] is a number feature and [1] is a (hierarchically higher) person feature, [dual] is deleted automatically. Calabrese (1994) and (1996) further expand this idea. The use of feature geometries in DM remains an unresolved issue at this time, but Feature Hierarchies, whether geometric or not, ensure that normally less marked feature values persist in contexts of neutralization. Feature-changing Impoverishment, which as a device has approximately the same power as Rules of Referral (Zwicky 1985b; Stump 1993), has in general been eschewed in DM. However, Noyer (1998a) discusses cases where featurechanging readjustments seem necessary. It is proposed that such cases always involve a change from the more marked value of a feature to the less marked value and never vice versa. 3.3. Fission and Feature Discharge Fission was originally proposed in Noyer (1997) to account for situations in which a single morpheme may correspond to more than one Vocabulary Item. In the normal situation, only



6 one Vocabulary Item may be inserted into any given morpheme. But where fission occurs, Vocabulary Insertion does not stop after a single Vocabulary Item is inserted. Rather, Vocabulary Items accrete on the sister of the fissioned morpheme until all Vocabulary Items which can be inserted have been, or all features of the morpheme have been discharged. A feature is said to be discharged when the insertion of a Vocabulary Item is conditioned by the presence of that feature. However, Noyer (1997) argues that features conditioning the insertion of a Vocabulary Item come in two types. A Vocabulary Item primarily expresses certain features in its entry, but it may be said to secondarily express certain other features. This distinction corresponds (approximately) to the distinction between primary and secondary exponence (Carstairs 1987). Only features which are primarily expressed by a Vocabulary Item are discharged by the insertion of that Item. For example, in the prefix-conjugation of Tamazight Berber, the AGR morpheme can appear as one, two or three separate Vocabulary Items, and these may appear as prefixes or as suffixes: (14) a. Tamazight Berber Prefix Conjugation. dawa ‘cure’ singular plural 3m i-dawa dawa-n 3f t-dawa dawa-n-t 2m t-dawa-d t-dawa-m 2f t-dawa-d t-dawa-n-t n-dawa 1 dawa-> b. Vocabulary Items /n-/ ←→ 1 pl ←→ 1 /-> / /t-/ ←→ 2 /t-/ ←→ 3 sg f /-m/ ←→ pl m (2) /i-/ ←→ sg m /-d/ ←→ sg (2) /-n/ ←→ pl /-t/ ←→ f



Some features in the above Vocabulary Item list are in parentheses. This notation denotes that the Vocabulary Item in question can be inserted only if the parenthesized feature has already been discharged, whereas the features which are not in parentheses cannot already have been discharged if insertion is to occur. For example, -m can be inserted only on a verb to which t- ‘2’ has already been attached. Parentheses are thus used to denote features which are secondarily expressed by a Vocabulary Item, while ordinary features — those which a Vocabulary Item primarily expresses — are not parenthesized. In a fissioned morpheme, Vocabulary Items are no longer in competition for a single positionof-exponence, i.e. for the position of the morpheme itself. Rather, an additional position-of-exponence is automatically made available whenever a Vocabulary Item is inserted (see Halle 1997 for a slightly different view). A form like t-dawa-n-t ‘you (FEM.PL) cure’ has three affixes, t-, -n, and -t. The affixes are added in an order determined by the Feature Hierarchy. Hence t- ‘2’ is added first, then -n ‘plural’, and finally -t ‘feminine’. (In the feature-geometric approach of Harley & Ritter (1998), fission detaches subtrees of the feature geometry and realizes them as separate affixes, giving much the same effect). In a form like n-dawa ‘we cure’ there is but one affix. By discharging the feature ‘1’, the insertion of n- ‘1 pl’ prevents the subsequent insertion of -> ‘1’. This illustrates that two Vocabulary Items can be disjunctive not by competing for the same positionof-exponence, but rather by competing for the discharge of the same feature. Such cases are termed Discontinuous Bleeding. 3.4. Morphological processes and the predictions of a piece-based theory DM is piece-based inasmuch as Vocabulary Items are considered discrete collections of phonological material and not (the result of) phonological processes (as in Anderson 1992). Nevertheless Readjustment can alter the shape of individual



State-of-the-Article Vocabulary Items in appropriate contexts. Two factors thus distinguish DM from process-only theories of morphology. First, since Readjustment can affect only individual Vocabulary Items and not more than one Vocabulary Item at once, it is predicted that “process” morphology is always a kind of allomorphy (see also Lieber 1981). For example, Marantz (1992) shows that truncation applies to (Papago) O’odham verb stems to produce a separate stem allomorph; it does not affect more than one Vocabulary Item at once. Second, since processes produce allomorphs but do not directly “discharge” features, it is common for an allomorph to have several contexts of use. For example, in O’odham the truncated verb stem allomorph has several functions, including but not limited to its use in the perfective form, and the property of perfectivity is primarily expressed in another morpheme, namely an affix on the syntactic auxiliary. It is therefore incorrect to directly equate truncation and the perfective; rather, truncation applies to verb stems which appear in the perfective. This conception of stem allomorphy conforms to the viewpoint of Lieber (1981). Since process-morphology can in principle apply to any string, regardless of its morphological derivation, it is predicted in that theory that a language could mark the category Plural by deletion of a final syllable, regardless of whether that syllable consisted of one or several discrete phonological pieces. Consider “Martian” below: (15) Singular and plural nouns in the pseudo-language ‘Martian’ singular plural takata taka ‘earthling’ takata-ri takata ‘earthling-GEN’ laami laa ‘antenna’ jankap jan ‘flying saucer’ jankap-ri janka ‘flying saucer-GEN’ zuuk lorp ‘canal’ zuuk-ri zuu ‘canal-GEN’ yuun-i yuu ‘antenna waving’ merg-i mer ‘canal digging’ merg-i-ri mergi ‘canal digging-GEN’



In “Martian”, nominalizations can be formed from noun stems by addition of the suffix (-i) and genitives with the suffix (-ri). Regardless of the derivation of a noun, the plural is always either a truncation of the last syllable of the singular, or suppletive (zuuk ~ lorp). The truncated form never occurs anywhere else except in plurals. Number marking has no other expression than truncation. The “Martian” rule of plural formation is easy to express in a process-morphology: instead of adding an affix, one simply deletes the final syllable. In DM however, this language could never be generated, because processes like “delete the final syllable” could only be expressed as Readjustments (or morphological relations) which affect individual Vocabulary Items. 4.



Syntax and morphology As noted in section 1, DM adopts a strictly syntactic account of word-formation; structuring of the morphosyntactic feature primitives is performed by the syntactic structure-forming operations. Features which will eventually be realized as a subpart of a phonological word are treated no differently from features which will eventually be realized as an autonomous word. The phonological realization of features is accomplished by a distinct set of operations at Insertion and afterwards. That is, DM adopts a variety of Separationism. 4.1. Separationism Separationism characterizes theories of morphology in which the mechanisms for producing the form of syntactico-semantically complex expressions are separated from, and not necessarily in a simple correspondence with, the mechanisms which produce the form (“spelling”) of the corresponding phonological expressions. LexemeMorpheme Base Morphology developed by Robert Beard (e.g. Beard 1995) is another example of a Separationist model, but differs principally from



Glot International, Volume 4, Issue 4, April 1999 DM in its endorsement of the “lexeme” as a privileged unit in the grammar. Theories endorsing Separationism are attractive because (a) they allow similar syntacticosemantic forms to be realized in quite different ways phonologically and (b) they permit polyfunctionality of phonological expressions: a single phonological piece (e.g. the English affix -s) might correspond to a set of distinct and unrelated syntactico-semantic functions. Theories endorsing Separationism, on the other hand, are unattractive for exactly the same reasons as above: when unconstrained, they fail to make any interesting predictions about the degree to which syntactico-semantic and phonological form can diverge. See Embick (1997, 1998a, 1998b) for a discussion of how Separationism could be constrained in DM. 4.2. Morphosyntactic features and terminal nodes In the early 1990s some linguists looked on with apprehension at the “explosion” of Infl and the increasing elaboration of clause structure. It is worth noting that the DM does not necessarily entail a complex clausal architecture simply because morphosyntactic features are manipulated by the syntax. In DM, because dissociated morphemes can be inserted after syntax, not every morpheme need correspond to a syntactic terminal. Rather it remains as always an open question what the set of syntactic terminal types is and how these relate to the morphophonological form of an utterance. In addition, fission of morphemes during Spell-Out in some cases allows multiple phonological pieces to correspond to single morphemes, further obscuring the morphosyntactic structure. Nevertheless, these departures are considered marked options within a grammar, and therefore are assumed to require (substantial) positive evidence during acquisition. 4.3. Theta-assignment Most work in DM does not recognize a set of discrete thematic roles. Instead, following the insights of Hale & Keyser (1993, 1998), thematic roles are reduced to structural configurations. For example, Harley (1995) proposes that ‘Agent’ is the interpretation given to arguments projected into the specifier of Event Phrase (see also Travis 1994 on ‘Event Phrase’, and Kratzer 1996 for related ideas). ‘Theme’ corresponds to the interpretation given to any argument projected as a sister of Root. Unlike Hale & Keyser (1993), however, DM does not differentiate between an ‘l-syntax’ occurring in the lexicon and a regular ‘s-syntax’. Both are simply one module, syntax. See also Marantz (1997a). Such an approach is not necessarily entailed by the DM model, however. One could imagine a model in which there were different types of [Root], corresponding to the verb classes of the world’s languages, which assigned different sets of theta roles to elements in certain structural relations to them. What is not possible, in DM, is for one type of [Root] to be mapped onto another via a pre-syntactic lexical operation. 4.4. The phonology/morphology/syntax connection: clitics “Clitic” is not a primitive type in DM but rather a behavior which an element may display. Conventionally, clitics are said to “lean” on a “host”; this sort of dependency relation of one element on another manifests itself differently depending on what the element is and where its dependency relation must be satisfied. Hence there is no coherent class of objects which can be termed clitics; instead morphemes and Vocabulary Items may show a range of dependencies. “Leaners” (Zwicky 1985a) are Vocabulary Items which cannot form phonological words by themselves but whose morphemes have no other special displacement properties. For example, the English reduced auxiliary -s (from is) “promiscuously” attaches to any phonological host to its left (Zwicky & Pullum 1983):



7 (16) Leaners The person I was talking to’s going to be angry with me. Any answer not entirely right’s going to be marked as an error.



Selkirk (1996) analyzes prosodically dependent Vocabulary Items as either free clitics (adjuncts to phonological phrases), affixal clitics (adjuncts to phonological words) or internal clitics (incorporated into phonological words). These options are shown schematically below: (17) Types of phonological clitics N[ = phrase boundary, T[ = word boundary N[...



free clitic N[ T[ host ] ... ] clitic T[host ] ] ... ] N[... T[internal clitic + host ] ... ] N[... T[affixal



English leaners are typically free clitics, according to Selkirk, but other languages exploit other options. For example, Embick (1995) shows that, depending on whether they undergo head movement or are simply leaners, Polish clitics behave phonologically as either affixal clitics (allowing their host to undergo word-domain phonology), or as internal clitics (preventing their host from undergoing word-domain phonology on its own). Second-position clitics, illustrated for SerboCroatian in section 3.1, are Vocabulary Items which undergo either Local Dislocation or Prosodic Inversion with a host. Finally, the term “clitic” is sometimes used to describe syntactically mobile heads, typically Determiners, such as certain Romance pronominals on some accounts. In such cases the dependency relation or special behavior is a syntactic property of a morpheme. In many cases the Vocabulary Items which are inserted into these morphemes also show either phonological dependency as leaners or additional peculiarities of position via Local Dislocation or Prosodic Inversion. See Harris (1994, 1997a) and Embick (1995) for case studies. 5.



An agenda for future research The research program envisioned by Distributed Morphology encompasses a great many aspects of the theory of grammar. Thus, the agenda for future research with which we conclude here touches upon what we feel are some of the most pressing questions in contemporary syntactic and morphological work. We have divided the agenda into three headings. 5.1. Syntactic categories and the architecture of grammar As noted, DM denies that syntactic categories necessarily stand in any simple relation to traditional parts-of-speech such as nouns and verbs; moreover, DM denies that syntactic categories stand in any simple relation to phonological words. Thus, as is also the case with much work in Minimalist syntax, the DM research program demands a reassessment of the inventory and bases for syntactic categories. Related questions include the following. First, the ramifications of the L-morpheme Hypothesis (according to which open-class Vocabulary Items always instantiate the same syntactic category) point to the need for continued study of so-called “mixed” categories and the crosslinguistic validity, if any, of traditional part-ofspeech labels in universal syntax. Second, how do these categories relate to universal semantic primes and to what extent do certain types of derivational word-formation manipulate such primes? This topic is explored extensively in the work of Robert Beard (e.g. Beard 1995), but has not yet been properly incorporated into the DM model. Third, DM hypothesizes that syntax manipulates only categories defined by features made available by Universal Grammar. This leads to the question of whether language-specific features (such as gender or form class) are present in the syntax at all, or whether such features are unavailable in syntax proper and are supplied for purposes of Spell-Out and agreement only through Vocabulary Insertion after syntax (for discussion, see Embick 1998b).
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As Aronoff (1994) has most persuasively argued, morphology requires the manipulation of form classes and stem types whose relation to syntactic properties or configurations is not direct, but mediated by a complex mapping. DM adopts this Separationist position by positing a component of Morphology after syntax which provides for this mapping. Nevertheless, an important question for future work is whether this mapping is constrained by any interesting universal principles (Embick 1997). Along with the research program of Hale & Keyser (1993, 1998), DM does not recognize the assignment of theta-roles by “lexical items”. Thus, research in DM continues to explore whether theta-roles may be dispensed with as primes of the theory and replaced by a configurational definition of argument roles. Properties of the Encyclopedia and its relation to grammatical well-formedness raise additional important issues. Marantz (1997b) for example has suggested that (phrasal) idioms cannot extend beyond the Event (v) projection, but it remains an open question how the Encyclopedia effects this constraint on semantic interpretation. A related question concerns the distinction between what are conventionally termed “productive” and “nonproductive” processes. The earliest work in generative morphology such as Halle (1973) postulated a Dictionary which effectively licensed the use of expressions formed by non-productive wordformation rules. The question of whether the DM Encyclopedia can or should perform this licensing function, or how, if at all, expressions formed by non-productive mechanisms of the grammar are to be specially treated, is currently under investigation.



5.2. Spell-Out A number of researchers in DM have accepted the traditional view that morphosyntactic features have markedness properties or are aligned into hierarchies of various sorts. Open questions — which DM in fact shares with all theories of morphology — currently include what the set of universal morphosyntactic features is and what, if any, are their universal markedness properties, as well as how these are structured in representation (e.g. in a geometry, in a list, or in some other way). Spell-Out of morphemes may be conditioned by properties in nearby morphemes, and so an important issue is the syntagmatic (locality) constraints on Spell-Out, that is, how close structurally a morpheme has to be to another to influence the other’s Spell-Out. Similarly, opinion remains divided as to whether the outcome of a competition of Vocabulary Items for positions may be settled by means of a hierarchy of features or can be stipulated. Finally, not all morphemes are present in syntax proper, but some are purely morphological, reflecting syntactic configurations or properties. Which morphemes, then, are inserted after syntax and what kind of limitations are placed on morpheme-insertion? 5.3. Operations Impoverishment, Fission and Morphological Merger are the chief novel operations proposed in DM for the Morphological component, and questions remain open about each. Is Impoverishment constrained to reduce markedness only, and if not, does it differ fundamentally from Rules of Referral (Zwicky 1985b; Stump 1993)? What are the syntagmatic (locality)



8 constraints on the operation of Impoverishment? Is the mechanism of morpheme fission, in which positions are automatically generated as needed for the insertion of features, really necessary, and if so, under what circumstances do morphemes undergo fission? How many types of Morphological Merger are there and how do they differ? Can Merger be reduced to a purely syntactic or purely phonological mechanism? In the realm of morphophonology, Marantz’s conjecture that true suppletion is limited to fmorphemes prompts a search for non-stipulative criteria dividing suppletion from Readjustment. Once cases of true suppletion are factored out, the possibility arises for an interesting theory of Readjustment allomorphy based on the degree of relatedness between allomorphs necessary for these to be acquired as variants of the same Vocabulary Item. 6.



Conclusion We have presented DM’s primary theoretical assumptions, provided some concrete illustration of the implementation of certain of its mechanisms, and proposed an agenda for future research. Although we have touched on a large array of topics in current morphological theory, we cannot claim to have fully elucidated the advantages of DM relative to its competitors, nor have we exhausted the historical bases for many of its tenets. Instead, we hope that our exposition will provide the groundwork for an informed discussion of DM’s contribution to the theory of grammar. Interested readers should consult the following bibliography of representative works within DM as well as important alternative approaches to the issues that stimulated the DM research program.
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CHOMSKY’S UNIVERSAL GRAMMAR UNDER FIRE! by Lisa Lai-Shen Cheng and Rint Sybesma In the short interview we had with him about a year ago (Glot International 3.5), Henk van Riemsdijk warned that theoretical, and especially generative, linguistics is “in considerable danger” in the sense that the interplay of forces in the field of linguistics — and academics more generally — does not seem to be geared at leading up to a situation which is favorable to us. The reason is: We don’t have enough friends — or even people who understand what we are doing and why we are doing it. First of all, there are the linguists who engage in the entirely honorable activity of studying language from other than theoretical perspectives but who, for reasons that elude us more and more, seem to hate theoretical linguistics more than their neighbor’s labradors shitting all over their front yard. Secondly, non-linguists — the general public, politicians, as well as other academics who may at some point in their career be in charge of allocating research money — also don’t seem to have a clear idea of what theoretical linguistics is all about. They can hardly be blamed, of course. How should they find out if nobody tells them about it? So we were very happy that NRC Handelsblad, a Dutch daily, published a page-long article on Universal Grammar in its Science and Education section of 23 January 1999 (“Wonderlijke waren woorden wezenloos?”, p. 49). Written by staff writer Hendrik Spiering, it is a very good article. It has a few minor mistakes (for example, “Generative Grammar is an alternative term for Universal Grammar”; somewhere else in the article the term “Universal Grammar” is confusingly used in the context of the grammar of the language of the first Homo sapiens) and there are things that we would have preferred to see phrased differently (Spiering says quite explicitly that to Chomsky, structure is the only aspect of language that counts, meaning not playing any role of importance whatsoever), but on the whole, this being a newspaper article, we have no real complaints. Here is a short summary of the article. After commemorating Chomsky’s 70th birthday and mentioning the fact that he is the only living person in the Top Ten of the Arts and Humanities Citation Index (lower than Marx, Lenin, Shakespeare, Aristotle, the bible, Plato and Freud, but higher than Hegel and Cicero), Spiering goes on to summarize the essence of the innateness hypothesis; he does this adequately. The next part of the article is devoted to criticism of the hypothesis. Spiering briefly discusses articles in recent issues of Behavioral and Brain Sciences and Science (also mentioning the contribution to the discussion by Elizabeth Bates and Jeffrey Elman in Science of 13 December 1996), which report on research the results of which give reason to question the validity of the assumptions underlying the innateness hypothesis. Furthermore, Spiering reports that a dissertation soon to be defended in Groningen by Willem de Graaf argues that it is principally impossible that something like an innate Universal Grammar, or, for that matter, the complexity of human language, can have arisen as the result of evolutionary development. Spiering also visits Amsterdam professor Remko Scha, who tells him that the search for UG has met with so many problems and so much counterevidence, that he has decided to approach language in a different way. The remainder of the article is for the other side. Spiering mentions another Science article (of



1 January 1999), allegedly supporting the innateness hypothesis, and he talks to Eddy Ruys from Utrecht, who gets ample opportunity to explain in quite some detail why, to him, the generative enterprise is not so hopeless after all, primarily going into the question of parameters and language variation. Ruys also talks about methodology. The article ends with a quote from Ruys, saying that he will resign if UG turns out to be “an empty shell”: “I started this work in order to investigate a fundamental property of Homo sapiens, and not in order to compare accidental grammatical structures.” As we said, a good, fair article: here is a hypothesis, some researchers have reasons to believe that it cannot be right in its current form, other researchers have reasons to think it worthwhile to investigate some of its consequences, and both parties get due attention. So if we want to complain about the article at all, we can only complain about the fact that the flag of the subheadline, “Chomsky’s Universal Grammar under fire”, doesn’t cover the complete cargo — but then again, headlines are there to attract attention. Recommended reading material for university administrators and others involved in the funding of scientific research. Then the letters came. In subsequent weeks, NRC Handelsblad published seven letters-to-the-editor, responding to Spiering’s article (“Chomsky 1” to “Chomsky 7”; all dates and page numbers given below refer to issues of NRC Handelsblad; all dates are 1999.) With the exception of one, and maybe two (which will be left out of the following discussion), these letters underscore the relevance of Van Riemsdijk’s warning. The general picture that arises from these letters is that generative linguistics is a fallacy, a pseudoscience, an inbred personality cult (with Chomsky as the guru) or, most probably, all of the above. For instance, incidentally showing that he doesn’t seem to understand that, if all is well, science actually progresses, one of the letter writers says that the people who follow Chomsky only do that out of personal loyalty — it cannot be because of his theories “because they change continuously” (“Chomsky 4”, 13 Feb, p. 50). The same writer says that he is relieved that “the media”, after having “created Chomsky as a phenomenon”, finally start to “dissociate themselves” from him: after all, “many linguists have [for years] been fed up with Chomsky’s pretensions to a priori knowing the truth and his contempt for [linguistic] facts.” Similar sentiments are ventilated by another writer, whose letter is actually so improper and so nasty that we think that NRC Handelsblad was not right in printing it. It paints a picture of Chomsky as an incompetent maniac who, as an unfortunate victim of an extremely bad linguistic education, has to “keep on pretending that he is original” by constantly creating “new concoctions” (“Chomsky 6”, 20 Feb, p. 48). Regretfully, he continues, many talented linguists followed him on his hopeless quest. This writer, by the way, also seems to count it against Chomsky as a scientist that he actually develops his ideas. The suggestion that the generative enterprise has nothing to do with science is further raised by statements like the following: “That fanatic Chomskyans exist ... is due to the lack of mathematical



10 knowledge among Arts-and-Humanities people” (“Chomsky 2”, 30 Jan, p. 50). “[Chomsky’s] work is without any mathematical elegance” (“Chomsky 6”, 20 Feb, p. 48). “These abstract properties, which children would not be able to learn and which for that reason have to be innate, are mostly artefacts in the form of algorithms, in which Chomsky and his followers cast their grammars, without any linguistic necessity or plausibility” (“Chomsky 1”, 30 Jan, p. 50). “Why do [Chomskyan linguists] take a more or less plausible hypothesis for an absolute truth?” (“Chomsky 4”, 13 Feb, p. 50). And so on and so forth. Let’s not go into the question as to what the motives of these people are (although it is obvious that some of the correspondents are driven by a strong personal dislike of Chomsky). Also, let’s not try to find out how well-informed the writers are (some more than others, but it is a fact of life that everybody seems to think that they are linguists because they all speak a language (the same everybodies don’t claim to also be urologists despite the fact that they have a bladder and all that and use it too)). Let’s not even ponder the possibility of writing a letter to the newspaper ourselves (to write what? Defend ourselves? Against what? Spiering’s article was fine). The point is, Van Riemsdijk’s warning may have come too late. A very close relative called us up not too long ago. A retired scientist, he is very interested in intellectual debate and he keeps himself up-todate by reading everything he can get his hands on. He has always been very interested in what we are doing and we talk about it regularly. He had also read the Spiering article, ánd the ensuing letters. So he telephoned us and asked (although we don’t think we were supposed to really answer): “So that is what you’ve gotten yourselves involved in?” Well, at least he didn’t say “implicated”. But it made us think of the university and science fund administrators and we were secretly hoping that they are so busy that they don’t have time to read letters-to-the-editors. Advertisement
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Weightless Segments deals with a specific question that arises when we regard the stress rules of quantity-sensitive languages. In these languages, vowels and coda consonants can, by virtue of their presence or absence, influence the weight of the syllable, and thus, indirectly, the location of word stress. It is common knowledge that onset consonants do not have this capacity. The question that this book tries to answer is why. A phonetic explanation for the weightless behaviour of syllable onsets is sought in the durational behaviour of onset, nucleus and coda. Assuming that duration is the primary phonetic correlate of phonological weight, an asymmetry in the durational behaviour of these subsyllabic constituents might explain the observed differences in potential weight. A series of production and perception experiments was conducted to reveal this asymmetry, and to explain it. A further task that is undertaken in this book is the reanalysis of a group of, mostly Australian Aboriginal, languages for which some degree of onset influence in their stress rules has been claimed in the past (in defiance of the universal rule that onsets do not count). In the second part of this book, after a general overview of stress in Aboriginal languages, it is shown that these offending languages can all be reanalysed without any reference to onset influence whatsoever. Price EUR 28.49, NLG 63.00 (ex. 6% VAT where applicable, ex. P&P). Individuals ordering directly from HAG are eligible for a 33% discount.
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Bierwisch 1989; see Klein 1991 for useful overview). It contrasts with an alternative “vague predicate analysis”, in which gradable adjectives are analyzed as predicative expressions whose extensions may vary from context to context (see e.g. McConnell-Ginet 1973; Kamp 1975; Klein 1980). The first part of the thesis presents an overview of these two types of approaches, and argues that only a scalar analysis provides an adequate explanation of several important sets of facts, including the anomaly of two types of comparative constructions — examples involving incommensurable adjectives, such as (8), and examples involving adjectives of opposite polarity, such as (9) — and the semantic characteristics of “comparison of deviation” constructions such as (10).



terms of existential quantification over degrees, and see Cresswell 1976; Moltmann 1992; and Hendriks 1995 for analyses in terms of universal quantification.) If degree constructions involve quantification over degrees, however, then we would expect them to interact with other quantificational operators to trigger configurational scope ambiguities. Focusing on the interpretation of comparatives, I demonstrate that this expectation is not borne out: the quantificational force introduced by a comparative does not participate in scope relations. To account for the apparently restricted scopal possibilities of comparatives, I introduce an alternative, non-quantificational analysis of degree constructions, built around the assumption that gradable adjectives denote measure functions. Specifically, I claim that propositions formed out of a gradable adjective N contain three primary semantic constituents (cf. Russell 1905): (a) a reference value, which indicates the projection of the target of predication onto the scale associated with N; (b) a standard value, which is introduced either contextually, by a measure phrase (e.g. 2 meters in the telescope is 2 meters long), or by the comparative clause (the complement of than or as); and (c) a degree relation, which is introduced by degree morphology and is asserted to hold between the reference value and the standard value. To this end, I analyze degree constructions as properties of individuals defined in terms of relations between degrees, as shown in (12), where G is a gradable adjective meaning (a function from objects to degrees), G(x) is the reference value, s is the standard value, and R is a degree relation.



(8) ??My copy of The Brothers Karamazov is heavier than it is old



(12) 8x[R(G(x))(s)]



(9) ??The Brothers Karamazov is longer than The Dream of a Ridiculous Man is short



This proposal is implemented in the context of the syntactic analysis of degree constructions developed in Abney 1987; Corver 1990, 1997; and Grimshaw 1991, in which adjectives project extended functional structure headed by degree morphology. Specifically, the adjective that heads the extended projection introduces G in (12), the degree morpheme introduces R, and the comparative clause (or measure phrase) introduces s. This is illustrated by the tree in (13), which schematically represents the structure of a comparative.



PROJECTING THE ADJECTIVE: THE SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF GRADABILITY AND COMPARISON by Chris Kennedy reviewed by Petra Hendriks The focus of this thesis is the meaning of gradable adjectives like tall, dense, and bright, and the structure and interpretation of the complex constructions in which they appear, which I refer to as degree constructions. Roughly speaking, degree constructions are complex syntactic expressions formed out of an adjective and a degree morpheme — an element of {er/more, less, as, too, enough, so, how, ...}. Some typical examples are given in (1)–(7): comparatives, equatives, tooand enough-constructions, so...that-constructions, and how-questions. (1) Mars Pathfinder was less expensive than previous missions to Mars (2) Venus is brighter than Mars (3) Neptune is not as distant as Pluto (4) The equipment is too old to be of much use to us (5) Current spacecraft are not fast enough to approach the speed of light (6) The black hole at the center of the galaxy is so dense that nothing can escape the pull of its gravity, not even light (7) How bright is Alpha Centauri?



Degree constructions, and comparatives in particular, have been the focus of a large body of work on the syntax and semantics of gradable adjectives. The syntactic complexity of these constructions has been a topic of investigation since early work in generative grammar (see e.g. Lees 1961; Smith 1961; Pilch 1965; Huddleston 1967; and Hale 1970), and has formed the basis for important developments in theories of phrase structure, ellipsis, quantification, and long-distance movement (see e.g. Bresnan 1973, 1975; Hankamer 1973; Jackendoff 1977; Chomsky 1977; Kuno 1981; Pinkham 1982; Napoli 1983; Abney 1987; Corver 1990, 1997; Gawron 1995; and Hazout 1995). On the semantic side, degree constructions have provided the empirical foundation for investigations of the meaning of gradable adjectives and, more generally, the expression of ordering relations in natural language since at least Sapir 1944 (see also Bartsch & Vennemann 1973; McConnell-Ginet 1973; Seuren 1973, 1978; Kamp 1975; Cresswell 1976; Klein 1980; Atlas 1984; Bierwisch 1989; Sánchez-Valencia 1994, and others). This thesis continues in this tradition by using degree constructions (and comparatives in particular) as an empirical basis to motivate and develop a semantic analysis of gradable adjectives as measure functions: functions from objects to abstract representations of measurement or degrees (cf. Bartsch & Vennemann 1973). This analysis falls within a broader class of “scalar analyses”, in which the core meaning of a gradable adjective is defined in terms of an ordered set of degrees, or scale (see e.g. Cresswell 1976;



11



(10) William is as tall as Robert is short (11) William’s feet are as wide as Robert’s feet are long



Unlike the more typical equative in (11), (10) entails that the properties predicated of the compared objects hold in the absolute. Moreover, (10) does not represent a claim that William and Robert are equal in height (an interpretation parallel to that of (11), and completely impossible), but rather an assertion that the extent to which William exceeds some standard of tallness is the same as the extent to which Robert exceeds some standard of shortness (see Kennedy 1997 for additional discussion). The problem with a vague predicate analysis is that it not only fails to account for the anomaly of examples like (8) and (9), it also does not derive the inferences associated with (10). Given an appropriate formalization of degrees, however (see below), a scalar analysis explains the anomaly of (8) and (9) in terms of basic principles of ordering relations, and also accounts for the interpretation and inferences of (10). Although the analysis of gradable adjectives that I develop in this thesis falls into the general family of scalar analyses, it differs from traditional scalar approaches in two fundamental ways: (a) in terms of the semantic type of gradable adjectives; and (b) in terms of the analysis of degree constructions. Typically, scalar analyses characterize gradable adjectives as relational expressions, specifically, as relations between objects and degrees. On this view, an adjective like bright takes two arguments, a degree and an individual, and establishes a relation between them: bright(x,d) is true just in case the degree to which x is bright is at least as great as d. In principle, this variable should provide a position for a quantificational expression to bind; in most scalar approaches, this is exactly the function of a degree construction. (See, for example, Hellan 1981; Hoeksema 1983; von Stechow 1984a; and Heim 1985 and others for analyses of comparatives in
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In effect, the analysis defended in this thesis represents a kind of decompositional approach to adjective meanings. In traditional scalar analyses, the meaning of a gradable adjective contains a measure function — in order to determine the degree to which x is bright, it is necessary to define a function from x to the scale associated with the adjective bright — but this is not the core meaning of the adjective. Instead, the meaning of the adjective is characterized in terms of a measure function plus a relational component, typically a partial ordering relation (though see Carston 1988 and Horn 1992 for relevant discussion). In contrast, the analysis outlined here removes the relational component from the adjective meaning, locating it in the degree morphology. The result is a division of labor between the adjective — the measure function — and the degree morphology, a division that is reflected in the independently motivated syntactic structure of the AP/DegP extended projection. Chapter 2 of the thesis provides initial support for this approach — first, by showing that it accounts for the scopal characteristics of comparatives, and second, by demonstrating that it provides the basis for a general, composi-
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tional analyses of a broad range of degree constructions in both the comparative and absolute form. What remains is to show that the approach extends to an insightful account of degree constructions headed by too, enough, so and how as well. The thesis concludes by addressing the question: what sort of objects are degrees? Taking three sets of empirical phenomena as a starting point — the anomaly of comparatives formed out of antonymous pairs of adjectives (see (8) above), the interpretation of comparison of deviation constructions (see (9)), and the monotonicity properties of polar adjectives (see Seuren 1973, 1978; Ladusaw 1979; Linebarger 1980; Sánchez-Valencia 1990; Kennedy to appear), I argue that degrees should be formalized not as points on a scale, as standardly assumed, but as intervals on a scale, or extents (cf. Seuren 1978; von Stechow 1984b; Bierwisch 1989; Löbner 1990). Given the assumption that antonymous pairs of adjectives map objects onto the same scale (for example, both tall and short map objects onto a general scale of height), an analysis in which degrees correspond to points actually predicts that the anomalous sentence (14) should be logically equivalent to (15), because the degree to which Mike is short is the same as the degree to which he is tall (cf. Rullmann 1995).



gradable adjectives as measure functions, Kennedy provides both a semantic representation and the corresponding syntactic structure for a range of predicative AP comparatives. Part of the motivation for his analysis stems from an investigation of the interpretation of constructions involving incommensurability, cross-polar anomaly and comparison of deviation, that is, constructions that have not received a comprehensive treatment before. One of the strong points of Kennedy’s dissertation is his attempt to combine a semantic analysis of degree constructions with a syntactic analysis, thereby showing that a compositional semantic analysis of degree constructions is possible while assuming a syntactic structure of degree constructions as developed in, e.g., Abney (1987). In this respect, two traditionally more or less distinct lines of research are brought together in this well-written and sensibly organized dissertation. On the whole, this dissertation is an excellent piece of work, offering clear discussions on several theoretical issues and providing careful argumentation. Although in the rest of this review I will point out a number of possible weaknesses of the proposal and mention some points of debate, in my view this dissertation presents a very interesting and stimulating discussion of gradable adjectives and comparatives.



(14) ??Carmen is taller than Mike is short



1.



(15) Carmen is taller than Mike



I demonstrate that if degrees are instead formalized as extents, and if adjectival polarity is characterized in terms of a sortal distinction between positive and negative adjectives based on a structural difference between the objects in their ranges (i.e., the scalar intervals onto which they project their arguments), then the anomaly of examples like (14) is due to the fact that the ordering relation introduced by the comparative morpheme is undefined for extents of opposite polarity. I conclude by showing that the assumptions about extents and adjectival polarity that provide an explanation for the anomaly of examples like (14) also provide the basis for principled explanations of the semantic characteristics comparison of deviation constructions and the monotonicity properties of gradable adjectives.



Review by Petra Hendriks Jack Hoeksema once remarked that “[i]f the realm of language is seen as a cosmos, vast, largely unexplored and sometimes bewildering, then the comparative construction must be a microcosm, reflecting all the complexity of the whole” (Hoeksema 1984, 93). Many linguists and philosophers set out to explore this mysterious microcosm, using different tools and working from different theoretical perspectives. Yet, the map of the comparative construction still shows several white spots and unknown regions, indicating the sometimes almost intangible nature of comparatives due to its intricate interaction with a variety of syntactic and semantic phenomena. In his dissertation, Chris Kennedy has taken up the challenge to further explore the microcosm of the comparative construction, the aim of his research already being suggested by the choice of the example sentences, in which space shuttles, space telescopes, Mars Pathfinders and other instruments for cosmic exploration feature prominently as objects of comparison. Kennedy’s dissertation concentrates on the semantic and syntactic representation of gradable adjectives and predicative AP comparatives in English. Other English degree constructions, such as too constructions and enough constructions, and other types of comparatives, are only touched upon briefly. Proceeding from an analysis of



Gradable adjectives Predicative AP comparatives such as (1) are characterized by the presence of a gradable adjective. (1) Jupiter is larger than Saturn (is)



There is no doubt that the gradable adjective large contributes to the meaning of the comparative in (1), but the question that is central to the first part of Kennedy’s dissertation is what it actually contributes. Kennedy answers this question in two steps. First, he argues that the ordering relation associated with the meaning of a gradable adjective must actually be part of its meaning instead of some inherent property of the domain of a gradable adjective. In a second step, he argues that a degree argument is not part of the meaning of a gradable adjective, in contrast to what is generally assumed. 1.1. Scales The motivation behind the first conclusion lies in the unacceptability of comparatives involving an antonymous pair of adjectives, such as large/ small and bright/dim. If the ordering relation associated with the meaning of a gradable adjective would be some property of the domain of the adjective, the domain of one of the adjectives of an antonymous pair should simply be the inverse of the other. Only then is it possible to account for the generalization that if a is larger than b, then b is smaller than a. However, under this assumption a sentence like (2) should be acceptable: (2) *Venus is brighter than Mars is dim



Nevertheless, this sentence is unacceptable, illustrating cross-polar anomaly. Therefore, Kennedy concludes that the ordering relation associated with the meaning of a gradable adjective must be part of the meaning of the gradable adjective. In particular, the adjective imposes an ordering on its domain by relating objects to points, or degrees, on a scale. If adjectives relate objects in their domain to degrees on a scale, a plausible way to account for the unacceptability of (2) would be to assume that every adjective is associated with its own scale. This would also explain the unacceptability of a sentence like (3), which involves two unrelated adjectives: (3) *Morton is as tall as Richard is clever



Because the adjectives are distinct, the scales



12 associated with the adjectives must also be distinct. Hence, the comparison in (3) is undefined. Thus, the anomaly of (3) is explained by the uncommensurability of tall and clever. The unacceptability of (2), on the other hand, ultimately receives a different explanation. Kennedy convincingly argues that positive adjectives denote functions from objects to positive intervals (i.e., intervals from the lower end of the scale, usually 0, to some positive point) and negative adjectives denote functions to negative intervals (i.e., intervals from some positive point to ∞) on the same scale. Since the range of positive adjectives and the range of negative adjectives are formed by different parts of the same scale, their projections of objects on the scale are distinct and hence cannot be compared. In the light of the previous examples, it is surprising that the following sentence is acceptable: (4) Fortunately, the ficus was shorter than the ceiling was low, so we were able to get it into the room



Because (4) is interpretable, Kennedy claims that the pair of adjectives in (4) must be associated with the same scale or with very similar scales. Under this view, the adjectives short and low introduce orderings according to different aspects of the same basic property, namely some notion of linear extent. However, if this were correct, we would expect (5) to be acceptable as well, since it is possible to measure both the tallness of an individual and the thickness of a book in, for example, inches. (5) *Morton is taller than this book is thick



Nevertheless, (5) seems as unacceptable as (3). The important difference seems to be that there is some causal relation involved in (4) that is not involved in (5), suggesting that the acceptability of (4) might be caused by certain pragmatic factors which somehow license a mapping between two distinct scales. However, Kennedy will not want to generalize this by claiming that every adjective is associated with its own scale. The assumption that adjectives of opposite polarity project onto the same scale is crucial to his detailed and convincing explanation of a number of different observations with respect to gradable adjectives and comparatives, such as the fact that only positive adjectives can be modified by a measure phrase, the fact that only negative adjectives license negative polarity items and the different interpretation that comparatives of deviation receive. 1.2. Quantification Although the ordering relation associated with the meaning of a gradable adjective must be part of its meaning, Kennedy argues that a degree argument is not part of its meaning. His argumentation focuses on comparatives. Comparatives are typically analyzed as quantificational expressions, quantifying over degrees introduced by the adjectives. The logical representation of a gradable adjective would thus be adjective(x,d), where x is the object of predication and d the degree introduced by the adjective. However, if comparatives are quantificational expressions, they would participate in scope ambiguities with quantified NPs and negation. Kennedy argues that this prediction is not borne out. He concludes that standard quantificational analyses of comparatives must therefore be wrong in their assumption that gradable adjectives introduce a degree argument. Although the examples Kennedy presents do not show any scope ambiguities, there exist comparatives that do seem to show scope ambiguities. (6) Everyone kissed someone (7) Everyone ran faster than Jacky expected



Dissertations In the same way as (6) is ambiguous between a reading in which the kissed people co-vary with the kissers and a reading in which there is one person that is being kissed by everyone, (7) seems ambiguous between a reading in which Jacky had different expectations about the speed of different runners and a reading in which there is one maximal speed which Jacky expected that no runner would exceed. If this ambiguity indeed exists, and if it cannot be explained in the same way Kennedy explains the ambiguity of contradictory comparatives in counterfactuals, the impossibility of other comparatives to participate in scope ambiguities might require some other explanation. In chapter 2, Kennedy presents another argument against this relational analysis of gradable adjectives, namely the problem of compositionality. A relational analysis of adjectives is based on the assumption that comparison is a psychological primitive, and that the interpretation of gradable adjectives should be stated in terms of such a relation. To refute this assumption, Kennedy presents sentence (8) as an example that not all degree expressions involve a notion of comparison. (8) Pug is too stinky to go to the Ritz



According to Kennedy, the best characterization of the meaning of this sentence is “the degree of Pug’s stinkiness makes it impossible for him to go to the Ritz” (cf. Moltmann 1992, 301), which does not make reference to a comparison relation. But this characterization cannot be correct, since it would also apply to the (very unlikely) situation in which Pug is not stinky enough to go to the Ritz. This obviously is not a valid implication of (8). A better characterization of the meaning of (8) would be “the degree of Pug’s stinkiness is greater than the maximal degree of stinkiness that makes it possible for him to go to the Ritz”, which does make reference to a comparison relation. Kennedy uses the two arguments discussed above to motivate his conclusion that gradable adjectives do not introduce a degree argument. To account for the interpretation of expressions involving a gradable adjective as relations between objects and degrees on a scale, he has to assume that the extended projection of the adjective must be headed by a phonologically null degree morpheme, which introduces both the degrees and an ordering relation between degrees into the semantic representation. This way, Kennedy is also able to present a completely parallel analysis of absolute constructions involving gradable adjectives and comparative constructions. A drawback of this analysis of absolute constructions is that, figuratively speaking, all the work with respect to the semantics of the construction is done by a null element. Since I am not quite convinced by the presented arguments, the introduction of this null element makes me feel slightly uncomfortable. 2.



Comparatives In scalar approaches to comparison, comparatives are traditionally assumed to compare two degrees on a scale. The question is how these degrees are introduced into the semantic representation if they are not introduced by the adjectives. The only plausible alternative is that these degrees are introduced by the comparative morpheme (i.e., more/-er, less, fewer, as). Kennedy correctly does not consider the possibility that the comparative conjunctions than and as introduce these degrees, since comparison is not dependent on the presence of a comparative conjunction, witness (9). (9) The Sojourner rover is not very long, but it is even less wide



The assumption that the comparative morpheme introduces the degrees into the semantic representation forms the basis of Kennedy’s semantic and syntactic analysis of a number of different com-



Glot International, Volume 4, Issue 4, April 1999 parative constructions. 2.1. A compositional semantics Comparatives exhibit a whole range of ellipsis phenomena. The comparative clause, i.e., the complement of a comparative conjunction than or as, can be an apparently complete clause (a socalled comparative subdeletion construction), but can also be a reduced clause (a comparative deletion construction) or even a single phrase (what Kennedy terms a phrasal comparative but is also known as a comparative ellipsis construction). These constructions are exemplified in (10), (11) and (12), respectively: (10) Comparative subdeletion The Sagan Memorial Station is taller than the Sojourner rover is long (11) Comparative deletion The Mars Pathfinder mission was more successful than anyone thought it would be (12) Comparative ellipsis (phrasal comparative) The Mars Pathfinder mission was less expensive than the Viking missions



A semantic analysis of these constructions can proceed along different lines. One option would be to derive the meaning of a reduced comparative from the meaning of a full comparative through deletion under identity or LF copying. Another option would be to derive the meaning of a reduced comparative directly, i.e., without syntactic reconstruction. In the latter case, the compositional burden of the interpretation of the comparative construction rests on the comparative morpheme. It is this latter approach that Kennedy takes, a choice which he motivates through the existence of comparative constructions in which the deleted material and the antecedent material are clearly non-identical. Syntactically, Kennedy assumes that the missing material in both types of clausal comparatives is the trace of a null operator in SpecCP of the comparative clause; in (10), the operator is of the category of a degree variable and in (11), the operator is of category DegP. Because he advocates a direct interpretation approach, Kennedy has to posit three distinct interpretations for the comparative morphemes: one for comparative subdeletion constructions, one for comparative deletion constructions and one for phrasal comparatives. In all cases, the comparative morpheme denotes an ordering relation between a reference value, which indicates the degree to which the subject has the property denoted by the adjective, and a standard value, which corresponds to some other degree. The interpretation of the comparative morpheme determines how the standard value is derived from the comparative clause, and in Kennedy’s proposal indirectly reflects the elements contained within the comparative clause. As an illustration, compare the interpretation of more in comparative deletion constructions in (13) with its interpretation in phrasal comparatives in (14): (13) more2 = 8G8Q8x[MORE(G(x))(Q(G))] (14) more3 = 8G8y8x[MORE(G(x))(G(y))]



Here, G is the function denoted by the gradable adjective, x the subject of the matrix clause, y an individual and Q a function from gradable adjectives to degrees. In both cases, the comparative morpheme combines with a gradable adjective which applies to the subject to yield the reference value (this step is logically represented by G(x) in (12) and (13)). Furthermore, the comparative morpheme in (13) together with the adjective combine with a function which applies to the gradable adjective of the matrix clause (i.e., Q(G)) to yield the standard value. In other words, this comparative morpheme co-occurs with a than-clause that is lacking a gradable adjective. The comparative morpheme in (14), on the other hand, combines with an individual which is the argument of the



13 gradable adjective of the matrix clause (i.e., G(x)). Thus, this comparative morpheme co-occurs with a than-phrase containing a DP subject. A disadvantage of this approach is that the number of interpretations for the comparative morpheme is not limited to three. For every comparative with a differently structured comparative clause or comparative phrase, it will be necessary to posit a new interpretation for the comparative morpheme. For example, Kennedy’s three interpretations for the comparative morpheme do not derive the meaning of the discourse comparative in (9). In this comparative, the degree to which the Sojourner rover is wide (which is denoted by the matrix clause) is compared to the degree to which it is long (which is not denoted by a comparative clause but must be derived from the preceding clause). So the standard value of this discourse comparative is dependent on another adjective than the one in the matrix clause and, moreover, there is no material present corresponding to either Q or y. Yet another interpretation will have to be introduced for the construction in (15), which Kennedy presents as a comparative deletion construction but which obviously differs from standard comparative deletion constructions. Clearly, the material lacking from the than-clause in (15) does not correspond to just a gradable adjective. (15) The telescope was less expensive than I expected



If NP comparatives and sentential comparatives are also considered, the number of required interpretations for the comparative morpheme increases even more. This explosion of interpretations for the comparative morpheme is the cost of giving up LF reconstruction as a way to arrive at a semantic representation for incomplete comparatives. Of course, a reconstruction approach would give rise to its own problems with respect to the enormous range of possibilities of ellipsis in comparative constructions. One of these problems will be discussed in section 2.2. A clear advantage of Kennedy’s approach is that it correctly predicts that, whatever material can be omitted from a comparative construction, the comparative morpheme can never be omitted. 2.2. Ellipsis versus direct interpretation A puzzle for a reconstruction approach to elliptical comparatives is formed by the local dependency of comparative deletion. Kennedy observes that the interpretation of the missing adjective in comparative deletion comparatives differs from the interpretation of the missing VP in VP ellipsis constructions, in that the former exhibits a local dependency: (16) The table is wider than this rug is, but this rug is longer than the desk is (17) Marcus read every book I did, and I bought every book Charles did



A characteristic of VP ellipsis is that an elided VP can typically locate its antecedent from any accessible VP within recent discourse. Therefore, the VP ellipsis example in (17) is ambiguous between a reading in which I bought every book Charles bought (involving a local antecedent) and a reading in which I bought every book Charles read (involving a non-local antecedent). In contrast, the missing adjective in the comparative deletion construction in (16) only receives a local interpretation. Surprisingly, the following comparative, which is minimally distinct from (16) and has a subdeletion construction as its first conjunct, is ambiguous. (18) The table is longer than this rug is wide, and this rug is longer than the desk is



The second conjunct of (18) has a reading in which the rug is longer than the desk is long



Dissertations (reading (i)) and a reading in which the rug is longer than the desk is wide (reading (ii)). If comparative deletion involves reconstruction of elided material, the first conjuncts in (16) and (18) would be completely parallel at LF. Since (18) is ambiguous but (16) is not, this is another argument for a direct interpretation approach to comparative deletion. Unfortunately, in order to explain the second reading of (18), Kennedy weakens his initial position substantially by assuming that the ambiguity of (18) results from the possibility of two different derivations: one in which the second conjunct is a non-elliptical comparative deletion construction, and one in which the second conjunct is a subdeletion construction which has undergone ellipsis under identity with the first conjunct. The problem with this newly introduced ellipsis operation, however, is that it does not resemble any other ellipsis phenomenon occurring in coordinate constructions and should thus be limited to comparative constructions occurring within coordinate constructions. For example, this operation cannot be the previsouly discussed operation of VP ellipsis, since the construction in (18) with its two interpretations is also possible in Dutch, whereas Dutch does not allow for VP ellipsis. Moreover, if the structure corresponding to reading (ii) is the result of an operation of ellipsis under identity, reading (ii) should be equally available for the following sentence: (19) The table is wider than this rug is wide, and this rug is longer than the desk is



The sentence in (19) differs from (18) in that longer in the first conjunct of (18) is replaced by wider in (19). This does not have any effect on the identity between the supposedly elided constituent and its antecedent, so it should not change the possible interpretations for the second conjunct. The only effect of this change is that it decreases the parallelism between the two conjuncts. Surprisingly, reading (ii) seems almost unavailable for the second conjunct in (19). This strongly suggests that what is responsible for the interpretation of (18) and (19) is not a purely syntactic operation of ellipsis under identity, but rather a more freely applicable form of ellipsis. Under this latter view on ellipsis, ellipsis resolution should be determined by non-syntactic factors as well, such as parallelism with respect to the preceding sentence, possible prosodic effects associated with this parallelism and general pragmatic constraints that, for example, summon to anaphorize text when possible. In fact, such an approach to ellipsis resolution is proposed by Hendriks & De Hoop (1998), based on the interpretation of elliptical quantified sentences. If this approach to ellipsis is correct and if it is true that certain comparative constructions receive a direct interpretation, as Kennedy argues, then it might be possible to eliminate ellipsis under identity altogether. 3.
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PROSODIC WORDS by Sharon Peperkamp reviewed by Caroline Wiltshire Summary by the author From a phonological point of view, morphological words, i.e. syntactic atoms, do not necessarily behave as a unit. For instance, derivational affixes and compound members can be treated independently by phonological word-level rules. The prosodic word has been defined in order to account for the non-isomorphy between morphology and phonology. Prosodic words are typically characterized as being the domain of word stress, phonotactics and segmental word-level rules. This thesis deals with various aspects concerning the definition of the prosodic word in the realm of derivation, compounding, and cliticization. In addition, it addresses several morphological issues; given the limitations on the length of the present article though, I will leave these aside. The prosodic word is but one element in a series of hierarchically ordered phonological constituents known as the prosodic hierarchy (Selkirk 1981, 1986; Nespor & Vogel 1986). The Strict Layer Hypothesis (SLH) determines the geometry of this constituent structure, as follows: (1) a. b.



Strict Layer Hypothesis (Selkirk 1984; Nespor & Vogel 1986) A given non-terminal unit is composed of one or more units of the immediately lower category A unit of a given level is exhaustively contained in the superordinate unit of which it is part



The first clause concerns prosodic domination; it requires each prosodic constituent to directly dominate constituents of the immediately lower category only. The second clause concerns the formation of well-formed prosodic trees, in that it demands each string to be parsed exhaustively into non-overlapping domains. Both clauses appear to be problematic with respect to the formation of prosodic words. As to the first clause, the prosodization of affixes, clitics, and compound members can induce violations of the requirements on prosodic domination. Specifically, some of these elements neither incorporate into an adjacent prosodic word nor form an independent prosodic word. An example is provided by prefixation in Spanish. In Spanish, words cannot begin with [s] followed by another consonant; a rule of e-epenthesis applies at the left edge of underlying /sC/clusters, as is shown in (2a). Crucially, I show that whereas the process does not generally apply word-internally, see (2b), it does apply at the left edge of the base of productively formed prefixed words, as in (2c). (2) a. b. c.



estable esnob instrucción obstaculo inestable biescalar



‘stable’ ‘snob’ ‘instruction’ ‘obstacle’ ‘unstable’ ‘biscalar’



Contrary to Cressey (1978) and Harris (1983, 1986), I argue that e-epenthesis does not refer to a morphological constituent. Consider, for instance, the multiply derived word inestabilidad ‘unstability’. There are two reasons for attributing the morphological structure shown in (3) to this word. First, its meaning is ‘the state of not being stable’, rather than ‘not the state of being stable’. Second, in- subcategorizes for adjectives, not for nouns.



(3) N A A /in



stabl



idad/



Suppose that e-epenthesis applied to the embedded adjectival stem /stabl/. The rule would then precede suffixation. Given that many suffixes in Spanish are stress-shifting, it would also be ordered before stress assignment. Consequently, we would predict that epenthetic /e/ can surface with stress, contrary to fact (Harris 1986). Alternatively, I propose that epenthesis applies at the left edge of the prosodic word, which crucially contains a stem and any suffixes, to the exclusion of any prefixes. Thus, estabilidad forms a single prosodic word, which does not incorporate the prefix in-. Given the requirement of prosodic minimality (McCarthy & Prince 1986), the prefix cannot form an independent prosodic word either. In fact, it does not bear main word stress. Alternatively, I propose that it adjoins to the base prosodic word, as in (4). (4) PW PW F in



estabilidad



In this structure, a prosodic word dominates another prosodic word. Moreover, the prefix syllable is not dominated by a foot. Similarly, I argue that compounding and cliticization can also give rise to recursion and the skipping of levels in the prosodic constituent structure. A constrained account of when and how these marked prosodic structures occur crucially involves the decomposition of the first clause of the SLH into separate, violable, constraints, as proposed in Selkirk (1995). (5) a. b. c. d.



Prosodic domination LAYEREDNESS: No Ci dominates a Cj, j > i HEADEDNESS: Any Ci must dominate a Ci-1 NONRECURSIVITY: No Ci dominates another Ci EXHAUSTIVITY: No Ci immediately dominates a Ck, k 
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